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Abstract
In this paper, the squeezing effect, the bunching effect and the anti--bunching effect of the su-
perposition light field state which involving q--deformation vacuum state Io> and q--Glauber eoher-
q
ent state Iz> are studied, the controllable q-- parameter of the squeezing effect, the bunching effect
II
and the anti--bunching effect of q--deformed superposition light field state are obtained.
1 Introduction
Ira recent years people have made progress in the research of some concrete l_hysieal problem using
quantum groups SUt (2), Quantum algebra has been realized by using q- oscillator and the
parametrized Foek state ln>q was obtained too. From this q--Glauber coherent state In>q was in-
truduccd. Hao Sa3_)-u [I-' showed that the c,,herent degree can be controlled by q--deformation parame-
ter. Zhu Chongxu D3 showed that some quantum statistical properties of q--even--odd coherent state
can be controlled by q--parameter.
We studied the squeezing effect of q--deformed superpostion light field which imvolving q--de-
formation vaeeuum state [o_ and q--Glauber Coherent state I z>. The results showed that the
q q
squeezing effect, the bunching effect and the anti--bunching effect can be controlled by q--para.me-
ter.
Nonclassical properties of q--deformed superposition Light field state.
The q--deformed superpositon Light field state is
1_ > = a]o > + plz >
! I t
whet#
| _,o •
- £I_> = e, ½,,tt
Z = Re q',a-- r_e_l,fl = rze _2
[X3 = q-_- q-½ ?,___ ,q_ q--_(q_ i) ,; =.-d_.vj! ,[x]. = Ix]. Ix - 1].-.D]
The normalization condtion is
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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2.1
rl: 4- rz: 4- 2rlrz%-221"l'co_(01 -- 0:) --- 1
The squeezing effect of q--deformed superposition tight field state
The two orthosonal comcponets of q--deformed electromagnetic field axe defined as
I + l +
YI =T( a, +%),Y2=_(% --a,)
(5)
(6)
i
where a_ is q-- annihilation operator and a_ + is q--creaton operator. Becacsse of [Y1, Y 2] = --_ [a_,
a_+],so we have the uncertainty relation.
l
<(JY_)z > <(a}'z)z > >_I < [l",,Ys] > I' (7)
11 f f
If the squeezing exists, then we have
Fi =<(._Y,)' > -- 1 < 0 (i = 1,2) (8)
t 11 4
For q--deformed superposition light field stale, we have
<,_ I,,11,,+ I_,> -- (_," <Ol + 4" <z I),,,a;"(alO > + 4lz >
tl 11 f t[ t '1
-- 1,:,1"+ ,a',_; -{_'l' + ,_'fe;'{_'" + 141',q-_z"__.,._o_LalzI",- + a] (9)
<_I,,+,,,1_, > = (_- <ol + 4" <Zl)a+a,(.lO > + 41z >)
t_ f ,f '1 11 11
__.14121zl, (]o)
<¢t,,,i_, > = (=" <ol + 4" <zl),,+(alo > + 41z >)
f t[ • 11 f 11
= za'.eeg{"' + 14P_. (a])
<¢[a,+ Im> = (o- <ol + 4 • <zl)a+(_,lo > + 41z >)
11 11 ! 11 f f
= 4"aS'e;'{ L'l' + 141'z" (]z)
<¢la+'l_, > = (a" <01 + 4" <zl),,+'(,,IO > + 41z >)
,f @ '1 11 '! 11
-- 4" ,,Z "e-½"" + 141'z '' (;_)
"<v I_.$'.v:> = ("" <01 + 4" "<Zl)a_(_IO > - ,_Iz >
q ,g q f _
= k',.,.z,,,T{"" + 14t"z _ (]4)
From (8) -- (14) ,we can have
r, = {<a,+'>+<a;>+<,,,.,+>+<,,,+a,>-- (<a,+>+<a,>)') 4
] r" )az 2 la2
= -Le. _ .,.2_ 2 _o_ (o, + 2_- 0,) + _iR' • 2 _os 2_+ eT_ _,r, 2 _os (0, - 0,)4
+ _._-"' . _-TF,_ + _] + _' + _I - (n,,,,6 -½"' 2 _ (o, + _- o,) + a_,_2 co, _' - ]
1 [_< at ' a,a,+ >-4- (<a t >--<%>)'3F2 = q- >-< a_>+< >+<a;a, - --
1 ] _z 1 .qZ
-- q-I- _o_e'_ rffsRZ2 (8 z -- 2_p-- O_) -- r_R_2 cos 2_4- e_ rff, 2 cos (O_ Oz)
+ .leT" _ [-4-_7[. + _] + _la' + _ + (n.,_,e;-{" _ (o, + _,- o,) - n,i 2 _,, _.)' - ]
(15)
I
4
(16)
It is clear F_ and F2 are periodic function of q_Numerical valve calculating showed that Y_ and Yz
may be more than zero aa_d less than zero accompaning the variation of q. This result shows that the
generally squeezing may exist and can be controlled by q
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2.2 The bunching effect, the anti--bunching effect of q--deformed superposition light field state
For q--defrmed superposition light field state, we have
+2 2 12<,_la, a,l_>= II Izl' (]_')
f f
I,,,"--'ogr >
o,,)(0 )= ,, _ IBi'Izl 4 1 1
" (<_lo+a,l_:> == I/_l'lz) '= IDI---_ = T_ (18)
f q
When cos (01--Oz)_O, from (5) we have
r_ + r_ _-_ 1 (19)
From (19), we get r2_1. so that
1
_'c'_(0) = 7 > 1 (20)
(18) shows that the bunching effect exists.
When cos (Ùa--02)<0, we have r_+rzZ>l,so that r,Zmay be more than 1 and we have
1
g_(o) = _ < 1 (22)
(22)Shows that the anti--bunching effect exist.
3. Conclusion
The results of this paper shows that the squeezing effect, the bunching effect and the anti--
bunching effect of q--deformed superposition light field state may exist and can be controlled by q--
parmeter.
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